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Understanding broad D** production in 

B → D** transitions … ( >20 years old pb.)

Some conventions

+ 4 states grouped in 2 doublets labelled using Jq = Lq1/2 with Lq = 1

(D and D* correspond to Lq = 0)
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The problems:

Respectable theoretical evaluations give: BR(B D1/2) << BR(BD3/2).

Meanwhile, if PDG2021 quotes: BR(D1/2) << BR(D3/2) in NL decays, and therefore 

agrees  with these expectations, they give also BR(D1/2) ~ BR(D3/2) for SL decays, 

which is in contradiction with factorization expectations. 

3/2(q
2) 

1/2(q
2) 

2 FF(q2)
(mQ)

D1,3/2 = D1(2420), D2* = D2*(2460)

D1,1/2 = D1(2430), D0* = D0(2300) 

Consider tree topology only

W-



Some history (1)
+ B  DX l  expected to be dominated by D and D* 

hadronic final states.

Yes but these channels correspond to (72 ± 2)% 

which is less than naively expected.

+ D3/2 states are narrow (D-wave decays) and 

easier to measure than D1/2 states

that are broad (S-wave decays) 

+ no experimental proof that the measured broad 

D(*) mass distributions, in s.l. B decays, attributed 

to D1/2 decays, are S-waves (apart for a Belle D

measurement, with limited statistics).
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m(D+-) m(D0+) 

D1,3/2
D2*

D0*D1,1/2

m(D+-)-m(D+)  

m(D0+)-m(D0)  

Belle

Babar

DV*?



Some history (2)

+ A. Abada, A. Le Yaouanc, V. Morénas, L. 

Oliver, O. Pène, J-C. Raynal (RQM, SR).

+ I. Bigi, M. Shifman, N. Uraltsev (OPE)

+ D. Becirevic, B. Blossier, J-P. Leroy…(LQCD)
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m(D+-) 
2005

- broad and narrow states of similar importance;

- two D components;

- no spin analysis. 

CDF
2005

DV*?

DV*?

BR(D1/2) << BR(D3/2) in SL decays

Channel BR x 103

Bbar D2* l  3.1 ± 0.3

Bbar D1 l  6.4 ± 0.4

Bbar D(broad) l  4.2 ± 0.6

Bbar D*(broad) l  2.9 ± 0.7

2021

What are 
these guys?

<2000



Constraints from factorisation
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l-

D**
B

D**

, K

B

factorisation

Verified for D, D* and P = , K, , … in B decay channels dominated by 

external-W emission (tree):

Same FF(q2) Constraints

on FF(mP
2)

a1(D,D*)~ 0.9

NL transitions to broad states are easier to 

measure (partial-wave analyses) than in SL 

decays.

We check that 

a1(D3/2) is similar 

and assume that 

a1(D1/2) = a1(D3/2) 



Another way to express this puzzle

Factorization implies
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BR(B D3/2) / BR(BD3/2 l l) ~ BR(B D1/2) / BR(BD1/2 l l)

While, according to PDG 2021 and HFAG

BR(B D3/2) / BR(BD3/2 l l) = 0.132 ± 0.023  

factor 4.6 ± 1.4

BR(B D1/2) / BR(BD1/2 l l) = 0.029 ± 0.008

What
is

wrong?

factorization ?

LLSW discards 

we incriminate BR(BD1/2 l l) 

measurements

BR(B D1/2) 

LLSW= Leibovich, Ligeti, Stewart and Wise



“Columbo” like presentation

+ sl. and nl. decay channels are related through factorization, in a rather 

accurate way (we have updated corresponding numbers).

+ BR(D1/2) << BR(D3/2) in B sl. decays (expected from theory) agrees with

measurements of nl. B  D** 

+ therefore, we consider that BR(BD1/2 l l) ~ BR(BD3/2 l l) is in contradiction 

with theoretical and experimental results.

+ the gap between expected broad D1/2 states contributions and measured

D(*) mass distributions can be explained by B  D*V X decays.

+ we have provided various BR evaluations for B  D** l  and B  D*V l  with 

a light and the  lepton (differences are expected for  lepton channels). 

+ following a proposal from G. Wormser we evaluate also BR(B  D** Ds
(*)). This 

can give constraints, through factorization, in regions m(l ) ~ m(Ds).

+we check that, surprisingly, factorization still applies in B  D(*) Ds decays. 
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Summary



Models for B D** transitions

Dynamical calculations

(Relativistic Quark models, LQCD)

+ 3/2(w=1) > 1/2(w=1) is mainly a relativistic 

effect (A. Le Yaouanc  et al., PLB386 (1997) 364.)

(3/2(w=1) = 1/2(w=1) in NRQM)

+ RQM expectations agree with LQCD at 

w=1. (B. Blossier et al., JHEP 0906 (2009) 022)

3/2(1) = 0.53±0.03;  1/2(1) = 0.30±0.03

+ expectations limited at mb,c

+ RQM allow to provide the FF(w) 

dependence. It differs for the two FF.

+these observations + different kinematics 

 BR(D1/2) ~ 1/10 BR(D3/2)

w = (mB
2 + mD**

2 – q2)/(2 mB mD**)8

Phenomenology based on HQET to obtain 1/mb,c expansion of FF as done by 

LLSW (Leibovich, Ligeti, Stewart and Wise) in PRD57(1998)308. 

Current quantitative model (LLSW)

(Bernlochner et al.,PRD95(2017) 014022, PRD97 

(2018) 075011)
+ values for 3/2 

eff.(1), 1/2
eff. (1) and slopes. 

are fitted on data … but:

 they use SL information, only, for D1/2

states
 BR(D1/2) ~ BR(D3/2)

BR(B0D0
*- +) x 104

1.19 ± 0.12 (expt.)  10.0 ± 2.5 (expect.) 



Example of a sl. partial decay width (HQET)
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Lorentz invariant FF.

1/mQ corrections (HQET) imply additional form factors and, 

in practice, there are (much) more parameters than constraints. 



Importance of 1/mQ corrections (1) (HQET)
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Those affecting the FF. normalisation at q2
max

, 3/2, 1/2, Q = 1/(2 mQ)

Are evaluated with some accuracy  and give large effects:

R3/2 = BR(B  D2* l )/ BR(B  D1 l ) = 1.67 (th, mQ  )  0.48 ± 0.06 (expt.)

+  g+(1) = 3 (c + b)(1/2 - ) 1/2(1) ~ 0.45 1/2(1) can be sizable 

D1,3/2

D0
*

D1,1/2
+  gV1(1) = 2 (c - 3b)(1/2 - ) 1/2(1) ~ 0.0 1/2(1) no effect 

+ these effects are proportional to 3/2(w) and 1/2(w)  will not change the 

hierarchy between D3/2 and D1/2 states 

+ D0
* and D1,1/2 production rates can be different with D0

* > D1,1/2



Importance of 1/mQ corrections (2) (HQET)
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Those proportional to sub-leading FF.

+ 1(w), 2(w), 1(w), 2(w), 3(w) for D3/2 states : unknown 

+ 1(w), 2(w), 1(w) for D1/2 states : unknown

Some « reasonable » hypotheses are used : it is assumed that these quantities 

have the same dependence versus w as 3/2(w) and 1/2(w), respectively. 

Ex. : 1(w) = 1(1) 3/2(w)  try to adjust normalisation using data ^

1/m corrections to the normalization

One defines 3/2
eff.(1) and 1/2

eff.(1), expected from th. in the mQ  limit:  



Experimental inputs in the two models
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+ HQET parameters are obtained using B, B*, D, D* meson masses and 1.

+ Measurements of B  D** l l branching fractions are used. 

+ Measurements of B0  D**- + (K+) branching fractions are used also to provide 

constraints at q2 = m
2 (using factorisation)

+ on D3/2 only, in the LLSW model

+ on D3/2 and D0*, in our model

+ BR(B D3/2 l l) are used in the two models

+ BR(B D1/2 l l) from PDG, as they stand, in the LLSW model

+ on the contrary, we obtain BR(B D1/2 l l) by subtracting estimates 

for BR(B DV
(*) l l) contributions, from measured BR(B D(*)  l l). 



Expt. Results on B  D3/2 l  and B  D3/2 / K  
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B  D2* l  (Belle) 

Similar input values for the two models

unavailable

LLSW



Expt. Results on B  D1/2 l  and B  D1/2/K 
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LLSW model

+ no constraint from factorization on D1/2 production in sl. Decays

+ small uncertainty on D1,1/2 not including the poor compatibility of data samples

Our model

+ constraint on D0* l  from factorization

+ rates for D1/2 l  obtained using measurements of D(*) l  and subtracting

measured contributions from D3/2 l  and those expected from DV
(*)

F.U. Bernlochner, Z. Ligeti, [4]PRD95(2017)014022,         

[5]PRD97(2018)075011

D1,1/2

D0*

not used

discarded

discarded

unavailable

LLSW



Expected contributions from B  D*V l 
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+ coming from the D or the D* pole

+ the gD*D coupling is known and

+ uncertainty on the D(*) mass distributions (Blatt-Weisskopf factor)  

Our estimates (SL)

+ BR(BDV
* l ) x BR(DV

*  D) = (2.0 ± 0.6) x 10-3

+ BR(B(DV + DV
*) l ) x BR(DV + DV

*  D*) = (1.4 ± 0.6) x 10-3

Our estimate (NL)

+ BR(BDV
* ) x BR(DV

*  D) = (1.6 ± 0.6) x 10-4

Expt. BR(BbarDV* -)x104

Babar 2.1 ± 0.6

Belle 1.3 ± 0.2

LHCb 1.2 ± 0.3

OK

right 
order

needed



Constraints from theory (parameterizations)
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LLSW model

+ use the quantity (w-1) as expansion parameter (wmax. -1 ~ 0.3 ~1/mQ)

+ consider that the IW functions have a linear variation versus w

+ use different scenarios (A, B, C) in which they fit the values (at w=1) and slopes

of IW functions. Different sub-leading IW or chromomagnetic contributions at w=1

are fitted, depending on the scenario

+ use full expressions without expansions in (w-1)

+ use dipole parameterizations for IW functions

+ evaluate the fit sensitivity to the different variables to evaluate those which can

be fitted  and those that have to be guessed within some interval (± 0.5 GeV ~ ±) 

Our model



Results for B  D3/2 l  decays 
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+ we have fitted the a1(D3/2) factorization parameter, used to relate sl and nl 

decays. Its value is compatible with the one measured In D and D* production.

+ without any 1/m corrections P(2) < 10-13

+ we find that it is possible to fit the values of 3 of 1/m corrections in addition 

to the normalisation and slope of 3/2(w) 

+ we obtain similar expectations as in the LLSW model for decays with 

a tau  

+ we check that using similar inputs and constraints we reproduce the classical

results

LLSW

LLSW



Results for B  D1/2 l  decays 
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+ Measurements on B  D1/2 l  decays are uncertain and scarce

Value of 1/2(1)

+ a1 = 1

+  FF slope                        ± 0.6

LQCD

0.20 ± 0.06

We measure that 1/2(1) < 3/2(1) ; mainly coming from 

Fitting another parameter?



Global fit of D3/2 and D1/2 production
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Fitted model parameters

constrained

Systematic uncertainties

+ HQET parameters

+ dipole / linear w dependence of IW functions

+ variation of ± 0.5 GeV of the not-fitted parameters: 2(1), 2(1), 2(1), 1(1)

combined linearly (dominant)

^^^^

= -0.24 ± 0.26 ±0.60
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Expectations for B  D3/2 l  and B  D1/2 l 

decays

decay e/ (x 103)  (x 104) R(D**) (%)

D2* l  3.15 ± 0.30
3.16 ± 0.30

1.90 ± 0.29 ±0.05
1.90 ± 0.27 ±0.07

6.03 ± 0.52 ± 0.15
6.01 ± 0.49 ± 0.19
7 ± 1

D1,3/2 l  6.40 ± 0.44
6.40 ± 0.44

6.30 ± 0.59 ±0.10
6.19 ± 0.56 ±0.15

9.84 ± 0.68 ± 0.15
9.67 ± 0.62 ± 0.24
10 ± 2

e/ (x 104)  (x 105) R(D**) (%)

D0* l  5.1 ± 1.2 ± 1.2
39.1 ±7.0 ± 0.2

5.0 ± 1.3 ±1.7
31.9 ± 7.9 ±2.0

9.9 ± 1.5 ± 1.0
8.2 ± 1.5 ± 0.5
8 ± 3

D1,1/2 l  4.6 ± 3.7 ± 0.9
17. ±15. ± 2.

3.4 ± 2.7 ± 0.6
13. ± 12. ±5.

7.4 ± 1.2 ± 1.6
7.6 ± 1.0 ± 2.0
5 ± 2

our analysis    - LLSW - published arXiv:1711.03110  
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q2 distributions

D1,1/2D0*

D1,3/2D2*

Terra incognita

Need for the measurement

of BR(B0  D1,1/2
- +)
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Mass distributions

Compare dashed-blue (LLSW)

and red (our model) lines 

(total distributions)

D1,1/2

D1,1/2

D1,1/2

DV
(*)

DV
(*)

D1,1/2

all events 

broad components only 
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q2 distributions

Compare dashed-blue

and red lines

In our model : more events 

are expected in the  channel
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Mass distributions

Compare dashed-blue

and red lines (total distributions)

D0*

D0*

D0*

DV
*

DV
*

D0
*

all events 

broad components only 

Rather different 

expectations from the 

two models, in particular 

for tau events 
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q2 distributions
broad components only 

D0*

D0*

DV
*

D0*

DV
*

D0
*

q2 variation is different for D0* and DV* components 

In our model : more events 

are expected in the  channel
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B  D** Ds
(*) decays

The idea (G. Wormser)

Have an experimental control of the background from B  Dx l  decays in B 

 D(*)   analyses, through factorization, using measurements of B  D** 

Ds
(*) decays. 

q2 = m2(Ds) ~ m2().

+ Is factorization valid for such decays?

+ penguin contributions in case of D**? 

 neglected at present …

One can average B0 and B+ decays for such channels 

(no internal-W contribution)
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Factorization (a1: data  computation, mQ)

BasicsComparison with data

« Works » also in B  D(*) Ds decays, once penguins “removed” 

expects : 0.847± ? 

expects 1.037 ± ?

Importance of 

penguin amplitude

in the D channel.

What about D**?

a1 is ~ 1  factorization 

« works »

For D and D* decays we obtain from present measurements:

a1
D = 0.861 ± 0.024           a1

D* = 0.886 ± 0.023           

Using B  D** X decays we obtain:  a1
D** =[0.81 – 0.90] ± 0.06 

Note that a1(mQ ) = 1.070± 0.022 !?



B  D** Ds
(*) decays

Expectations for D2*, 

D1,3/2 and D0* with 30% 

uncertainty and ~100% 

uncertainty for D1,1/2. 

… neglecting penguins!!!
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D1,1/2

DV
(*)

all events broad components only 

values include

B(D** D* )

In our model : less events are expected
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D0*

DV
(*)

all events 

broad components only 

values include

B(D** D )

rather different expected distributions from the two models  

In our model : much less events are expected



Conclusions

- We propose a model which includes all present experimental results

and theoretical expectations. LLSW models are in large contradiction 

with existing measurements for D1/2 production:

- model parameters fitted on data, confirm low production for S-states

- D** production needs to be complemented by DV+D*V components 

- this analysis differs from « classical » ones and gives different expectations 

for decays with a  lepton.

- we provide also expectations for B  D** Ds
(*) decays

- treatment of systematic uncertainties is improved by fitting more 

parameters (no scenario needed)
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D1,1/2

D0*
LLSW



Prospects

From theory

From experiment

- origin of the difference between a1 (mQ) and a1 (expt.) ? 

- evaluation of penguin contributions in  B  D** Ds
(*)

32

- use our model in realistic event simulations to measure the variation 

induced in backg. evaluation for  B D(*) analyses

- use measurements of  B-
 D*+- Ds

(*)- to improve the present analysis

and, in particular:

+ to constrain D1,1/2 production;

+ to evaluate the contribution of radial excitations in B sl. decays



To do list(?) in B decays

BR(Bs → Ds0* l ν) (Belle 2)

- this S-state is narrow and should be well identified at variance with the non-

strange corresponding meson

BR(B → D(*)η(‘) l ν) (Belle 2 + theory)

- to reduce the fraction of « missing » channels in B sl decays

Evaluate if our model changes bckg. expectations 

in B  D(*)  ν (LHCb, Belle 2, …)?

- to reduce uncertainties on fs/fd

BR(B → Ds
(*)K  l ν, D(*)K K l ν), BR(b  Ds X l nu) (LHCb)

Evaluate penguin amplitude in B  D** Ds
(*) decays (theory)

Understand difference between and expt.a1(mQ)33

B0 → D*0+- Dalitz analysis (Belle 2) (to constrain D1,1/2 contribution)



Backup
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Constraints from theory (parameters)
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+ HQET parameters : mb, mc, , 3/2, 1/2

Our analysis

from spectroscopy

and 1



Wigner rotations
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+ Bbar  D** X transitions are of interest by themselves (L=0  L =1)

There are relativistic spin effects that are different for ½ and 3/2 states.

+ this is the reason why all RQM exhibit the fact that BR(D3/2) >> BR(D1/2)

A. Le Yaouanc



Other differences with the usual model
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+ we use relativistic Breit-Wigner mass distributions for D** resonances

 How to account for mass effects in FF? We take:

Mass distributions

m  mD** are included in kinetic terms in helicity FF.



Results for B  D1/2 l  decays 
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+ we check that using similar inputs and constraints we reproduce the classical

results

LLSW
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Factorization (data  computation, mQ)

BasicsComparison with data

>5  difference

(1/mn n>1 

corrections?)

« Works » also in B  D(*) Ds decays, once penguins “removed” 

expects : 0.847± ? 

expects 1.037 ± ?

Importance of 

penguin amplitude

in the D channel.

What about D**?

a1 is ~ 1  factorization 

« works » …. BUT

a1
(mQ) = 1.070 ± 0.022 (NNLO)
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Hadrons produced in B  Dx l-  decays

Rather well measured

- B → D(*) l ν and B → narrow D** l ν

decays.

- B →D (*)π(π)lν decays without a clear 

identification of broad states.

-B →Ds
(*)Klν (BR=(6.1±1.0)x10-4)

PDG values for « broad » D** states:

BR(B → D0(2300) l ν)= (0.39 ± 0.07) %

BR(B → D1(2430) l ν)= (0.19 ± 0.05) %

In contradiction with theory and 

factorization by about a factor 10

Source of 
confusion

Not (well) measured

- broad D**, radial excitations, non-

resonant

- what about B →D (*)η(‘)lν, D (*)πππlν, 

Ds
(*)Kπlν, D (*)KKlν decays ?

~10% of hadronic
final states are 

unknown

1- consider D (*)π final states

2- factorization

3- fs/fd



Comments on factorization (1)

BBNS 2000,  NLO + /mb
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Comments on factorization (2)

2016 : arXiv:1606.02888, NNLO + /mb
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